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30th Engineer Battalion 
74th Engineer Dive Detachment 
CPT Brian Wilson 

 

Hoo-yah and a hot and sweaty Deep Sea from all of the 74th here in 

Kuwait!  

From the line above you should gather that we have replaced 569th out 

here in gorgeous Kuwait at the Kuwait Naval Base.  We arrived in country in 

May 2015 and we went from warming spring temperatures to instant hot-as-

anything summer.  It started hot and has only managed to get hotter, our 

record temperature so far is 123˚F.  We are in for quite the ride! 

Once again, the past six months brought many changes to our team.  

We said good-bye to more people and brought on a lot of new members in 

order to meet an increased demand for dive support.  SGT’s Lavassaur and 

Powell left the service for bigger and better things, namely college and getting 

married (congratulations Zach!).  SFC Wulczynski’s talents were sorely 

needed in Panama City, thank you Woogie for all of your hard work in getting 

us out the door all while trying to get you 

and your family out the door as well.  

SSG Forbing also left us for dive school 

and the cooler climes of Panama City.  

And finally, SGT Novoa left to go get 

511th up to speed (just kidding Team 

Trident, but SGT Novoa is going to do 

great things for you).  

To build our team up for the 

deployment, we had to welcome many 

new members.  We would like to 

welcome SFC Lester, SSG Damon, SSG 

Howard, SSG Key, SGT Benner, SGT 

IN S ID E  TH IS  

IS S U E  

1 74th En Dive  

4 CDS 

5 86th En Dive  

8 A/169th 

 12 TACOM 

13 569th En Dive 

15 511th En Dive 

511th En Dive 17 Phase One 

18 7th En Dive 

20 Greg Burress Highlight 

24 USADA  

 26 In Remembrance 

 
 

74th and 569th in Kuwait! Good times! Much fun! 
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Lee, SPC Currey, and SPC Dawley.  Additionally, we have the honor of bringing aboard two National 

Guard divers one from Texas, SGT Madigan, and one from Puerto Rico, SPC Rodriguez.  To all, 

welcome aboard and we are excited to have you on the team! 

Getting the team out the door was a whirlwind event.  We slapped together a last minute deep blue 

operation in Aberdeen, Maryland when our primary site fell through.  Aberdeen proved to be very, very 

cold in late January, with water temperatures hovering around 39˚F.  To make this all the more fun, our 

hot water generator decided to burst into flames, and stubbornly refused all efforts to return her to the 

living world.  All the positives aside, we had a great time diving up there and managed to get through a 

surprising amount of training, both dive and deployment related while we were there.  The team 

performed fantastically! 

The deep blue operation shot us into February at neck breaking speeds trying to get a mountain of 

maintenance done; inventory every last widget we own; load all equipment into containers; document 

every widget by container, inside of the containers that were inside other containers; and do every single 

mandatory training event in order to certify each member as deployable.  

A big event to certify the team 

required a week long field training 

exercise in Fort Pickett, VA. While there 

each team member validated their general 

Soldier task proficiency.  We were also 

fortunate enough to coordinate our 

demolition training with the forest 

service’s tree cutting needs.  Bottom line, 

we filled big trees with explosives, it was 

awesome!  Not to mention Woogie led a 

fantastic advanced rifle marksmanship 

training which had the whole team firing 

from every position under the sun.  All in 

all it was a pretty good time.  

This tree didn’t stand a chance when SGT Powell brought SPC’s 

Audet and Clark against it! 
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Our final hurrah for the year was supporting the 

Navy during their Year of the Military Diver event at the 

NDSTC, in which they celebrated 100 years of diving 

the Navy MK V dive helmet.  Which, the 74th has had 

the distinct honor of restoring 3 of the dive field’s MK V 

helmets to operational status over the last 18 months.  

This effort resulted in the Army having the only 

operational helmets inside of the Department of 

Defense, allowing the Army Divers to school the Navy 

kids on the system they designed.  It was an outstanding 

event with SSG Gills supping over 80 MK V dives 

while at the school house, vastly exceeding the 25 

Sailors NDSTC wanted to dive during the event.  While 

this event made the final stages of deploying a little 

challenging as it was two-three weeks prior to flying 

out, it was worth every bit of additional work it required!  

SSG Gills and his crew put on a great show and 1SG Green and I could not be more proud of their efforts! 

In a shameless bit of self-promotion, follow us on Facebook to stay current with what the team is 

up to.  Search for 74th Engineer Dive Detachment. 

Until next time, fair winds and following seas! 

 

 

  

SSG Key makes a rather fetching MK V parts 

salesman! 
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Chief Diving Supervisor and Bottom Times Editor 
MSG Ray Ramirez  
 

Greetings from Fort Leonard Wood!  Let me start off by saying goodbye to my battle buddy, SFC 

Roger Lester.  It was a pleasure working with such a great individual.  He was extremely well liked at the 

Engineer School and will be sorely missed by all.  I hope his deployment goes quickly and he can finally 

enjoy some down time with the family.    

 As for the new 12D updates, I’ll start with our doctrine.  It is really moving forward.  Our new 

TOE has been approved and is published.  It contains new changes that incorporates human remains 

missions as well as Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA) missions.  In addition, the Swift Water 

TM has finally been approved and is on the APD site as well as the Military Diving Operations ATP.  

Lastly, the General Engineering ATP has been published with all our changes incorporated.  All we are 

waiting on now is AR 611-75.  Hopefully, this gets published by the end of the year.   

When it comes to personnel, quite a bit has changed.  As you all know we have loss the 544th.  

With the loss, plus the strong efforts to produce divers at phase 1 and 2, our numbers have sky rocketed 

for E-4 and below and are hovering around 100% for every other rank.  I know this is causing some 

promotion woes.  However, please don’t panic.  Please let the dust settle before everyone tries to jump 

ship.  I’m projecting a few SFC promotions and we are still looking good for SGT and SSG promotions as 

long as we hover around the 100% mark.  As for personnel moves, you should have seen a lot of changes 

in personnel over the last few months and should continue to see a lot of changes in the upcoming 

months.  There are still 21 personnel moves that have been processed for the July 2015 – June 16 period.  

My goal is to keep the Soldiers on a three to four year rotation.  PLEASE NOTE, if you are coming up on 

four years, please don’t buy a house and then ask me to keep you there.  I will continue to take requests 

and work with Soldiers on where they want to go.  If you would like to request an upcoming assignment, 

please work with your unit First Sergeants.    

 As for the Bottom Times, I would like to thank everyone for their article submissions.  I know 

many people look forward to reading the latest and greatest about Army diving.  In addition, if there is 

anyone that did not receive this newsletter via email and would like to, send your contact information to:  

raymond.j.ramirez.mil@mail.mil  
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30th Engineer Battalion 
86th Engineer Dive Detachment 
CPT Matthew Schiller 

 

Your favorite Deep Sea Beavers 

have been conducting operations and 

training all over!  Since December the 86th 

has sent Soldiers back to Aberdeen 

supporting testing operations, to Panama 

City for ALC and to South Korea in 

support of Combined Joint Logistics over 

the Shore 2015.   

The team sent an 86th/569th blended 

effort to Aberdeen where SPC Genz, SPC 

Rose, and PFC Florida supported the 

testing operations of a USMC Amphibious 

Assault Vehicle over the course of nearly 

four weeks.  

While the testing operations were carrying on at Aberdeen, SGT Stancil led the training operations 

at Norfolk.  Along with two others, the Beavers helped conduct the Technical Manual validation and the 

Logistics Demonstration in order to speed along the fielding of the newest compressors soon to be added 

to the inventory. 

In March, the team deployed to Ft. Pickett in order to 

validate several important key tasks.  Search and recovery, inert 

underwater demolition emplacement, small arms qualification, 

and driving with night vision were all on the table and trained 

by all.  The team demonstrated great resilience and came home 

better than they left.  

The month of May saw the team deploying back to Joint 

Expeditionary Base Little Creek and South Korea.  The entire 

1LT Andrews poses for a photo in S. Korea between recon 

meetings. 

Beavers prepare to conduct searching 

operations at Ft. Pickett. 
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team took on several targets made of steel in the Atlantic Ocean’s open water demolition range.  Under 

SSG Streiler’s guidance, the targets were all successfully destroyed.  The same month 1LT Andrews and 

SFC Forkhamer made their way to South Korea in order to recon the mission for CJLOTS.  They came 

back confident that their planning would lead to success in June and July. 

June has been consumed much the same way 

April was; in preparation for the 86th’s pending change 

of command.  CPT Chuck Ciliske is on ground and 

more than ready to take the helm.  The team will see 

CPT Schiller off with the change of command on the 

9th of July.  All those in the immediate Eustis area 

should be at Training Area 18 for the ceremony.  It just 

might be fun. 

Despite all the change of command inventories 

going on this month, the team kicked eight Soldiers to 

South Korea to participate in CJLOTS.  Led by SFC Forkhamer and SSG Booysen, the team has been 

busy rendering hydrographic surveys, hiking in the mountains (for fun), 

diving on Army LCMs, and playing spike ball (also for fun).  The team has 

also been utilizing their small boats to assist some transportation Soldiers who 

are getting stuck in larger 

watercraft in sand with the 

ebbing tide.  The first two 

weeks have been a wild 

success and the next four 

should be just as great.  

Keep up the work Beavers!  

The team has 

welcomed five new Soldiers since the last Bottom 

Times.  PFC Middlebrook and PFC Haines joined the  

CPT Ciliske and SSG Streiler inventory the photo set 

during change of command inventories. 

SGT McDonald hones his 

hydro survey skills in the 

James River in preparation 

for CJLOTS. 

PFC Middlebrook reaches another point during land 

navigation training at Eustis. 
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team in December and PFC Middlebrook has already been to and passed the Air Assault School at Fort 

Bragg following his train up here at Eustis.  And in May the team welcomed SPC Hyde, SPC Passmore, 

and PFC Alegria.  SPCs Hyde and Passmore are with the 511th in Aberdeen gaining experience while this 

entry of Beaver Times is being written and PFC Alegria got his first surface supplied dive yesterday!   

 

This is my final article as the commander of the 86th.  Thank you to all the 12D NCOs across the 

field.  You’ve all taught me to one degree or another and I will never be able to thank you enough for the 

lessons.  Signing off the net, Beaver 6 out. 

  

1LT LeHardy and PFC Middlebrook prepare themselves 

for surface supplied dive training in hot water suits in 

January. 

SSG Booysen conducts supervisor checks 

on SFC Forkhamer before a duty crew job 

at 3
rd

 Port. 
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A/169th Engineer Battalion  
U.S. Army Engineer Dive School 
SSG Daniel Weber 

 

Hello again from sunny Panama City Beach Florida!  At the Naval Diving and Salvage Training 

Center, Alpha Company of the 169th Engineer Battalion wishes you and yours a safe and adventurous 

summer.  We have seen quite a busy first six months with the welcoming of new cadre to the A Co team. 

SSG Daniel Weber, SSG Logan Forbing, SSG Ray Cortright are our newest 2C diving course Instructors, 

and SSG Kyle Broughton is the new 1C diving supervisor.  We look forward to having their great work 

ethic on board and having the skills that they bring to the team!  We would also like to say farewell to the 

cadre lost over the last six months.  SFC Joel Torres, SSG Steven Jarrard, and SSG Humberto Santiago, 

you have all been valued members of the team and will be sorely missed, fair winds and following seas in 

your future endeavors. 

 

 

 

 

 

SFC Joel Torresortiz (AIT PSG) receives 

a parting gift presented by SSG 

Santiago. Best of luck in your future 

endeavors SFC Torres! 

SSG Shaun Scolari (Op’s NCO) receives his parting gift and 

award at Fishale as he is cast off to his new assignment, fair 

winds and following seas! 
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A CO 169th prides itself in leading the army diver community with providing some of the best 

trained soldiers and sailors the Naval Diving and Salvage Training Center has to offer.  We welcome the 

new graduates of 15-10 A2C to the community and look forward to all that these students can provide to 

the field.  

In celebration of the Army’s 240th 

Birthday, A CO 169th organized and 

conducted a physical fitness run to enhance 

unit cohesion.  Throughout the run, staff 

and students led traditional army cadences 

after 1SG Boyer led formation in his 

favorites.  After the run, CPT Guerdan 

gave students and staff a speech to explain 

the history of the Army and the trials and 

tribulations we as a community have been 

through to become the organization we are 

today.  Instilling pride and purpose into 

future Soldiers and divers is a task that A Co 169th prides themselves with and implements whenever 

possible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class 15-10 A2C Graduates after a cold morning run. 

On the Army’s 240th Birthday, CPT Guerdan stopped the formation in front of the Naval 

Salvage and Diving Training Center in order to speak to the students and staff about Army 

history and United States history.  CPT Guerdan emphasized his pride in the Army and its 

traditions 
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In the past 6 months we have 

seen the construction and opening of 

the CPT English Physical Fitness 

Building.  This Building provides 

Soldiers with state of the art cross fit 

equipment and climate controlled 

conditions to help build the strength 

of new diver students during the hot 

summer months.  The building was 

dedicated in honor of former Army 

Diving Officer Captain Shawn 

English, with the help of his family.  

 

 

This year has been an important year with the celebration of the Year of the Military Diver.  The 

Naval Diving and Salvage Training Center hosted an event in recognition of the 100th year anniversary of 

the Navy Mark V Diving Helmet.  The event took place for members on the installation and civilians 

from the local area.  Hundreds of students from local schools attended this event, and they learned all 

about diving and life support systems.  During the anniversary, there was a variety of activities to include 

The English family cuts the ribbon to open the new facility. 

Local media covered the story 

extensively, bringing attention to the 

honor of CPT English and all those 

who go down to the ocean’s floor to 

make their living. 
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static diving equipment displays, facility tours, diving demonstrations with new and historic diving 

equipment, and informational booths set up from today’s most advanced diving equipment vendors.  With 

help from the 74th Engineer Dive Company, the Army hosted Mark V diving displays and actual working 

dives of the Mark V for members of the NDSTC training teams.  These dives allowed visitors to witness 

firsthand the older style diving equipment and to compare its operation with modern day lightweight 

diving gear. 

 

Currently we have 4 different classes on board, Class 15-20-A2C, 15-20-A1C, 15-20-JDO, and 

15-30-A2C.  We have had a busy and exciting year so far and look forward to everything the rest of the 

year has to give us.  From Alpha Company of the 169th Engineer Battalion, please have a safe and 

exciting summer, and we hope everything is going well with our FORSCOM counterparts! 

Mark V diver hats up with the assistance of 1SG Christopher Green 

and SGT Dagen Indeck of the 74th Engineer Dive Detachment. 

Soldiers of the 74th Engineer Dive Company assist Mark V 

divers up and over after completing a dive. 
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TACOM Liaison NCO 
SFC Christopher Niese 

 

Greetings from PM SKOT.  The manuals for the compressors are almost complete and once 

completed, we will get our final approval to start fielding.  The first units are scheduled to receive them 

this fall.   All of the repair parts for the compressors have been provisioned so you will able to order them 

by NSN through the SAMS-E box.  The prototypes for the Deep Sea Set and the Underwater Construction 

Set have been accepted and we are moving towards production.  The First production unit for the 

Underwater Construction Set is planned for the summer of 2016 and Deep Sea Set in the fall of 2016.  

The new inflatable boats and motors are still in testing.  The good news is by working with the Navy we 

should receive the first RIB boat here sometime in March 2016.  This will allow us to conduct the final 

tests and provision the boat.  I know the supply catalogs are a hot topic for all of the leadership in the 

field.  We are still going through growing pains with the new system that will manage them.  No one 

currently has access to be able to change them but I hope the changes made before the last publication 

alleviated some of the problems.  You will notice that more and more of the items listed in your supply 

catalogs have NSN’s.  This is an ongoing effort, as I try to have items provisioned or have us added as a 

user so that you can order the items through the supply system. 
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30th Engineer Battalion 

569th Engineer Dive Detachment 
CPT Daniel Arnold 

 

Greetings from the recently 

redeployed 569th Engineer Detachment!  

Our team kept a taxing schedule in 

Kuwait, completing nearly forty Anti-

Terrorism/Force Protection swims for the 

Army and contracted vessels in ports in 

Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman, and the United 

Arab Emirates.  The team performed ships 

husbandry twenty times, including missions on active Army vessels, Army Material Command vessels, 

Navy patrol craft, Coast Guard Cutters, and a Navy tug fouled eight miles off the coast of Kuwait.  As the 

only US military divers in Kuwait, the 569th kept our vessels moving in support of Operation Inherent 

Resolve.  

The team was tasked by USARCENT and USACE to support engineer reconnaissance efforts in 

Kuwait and Iraq.  The team provided valuable data to a USACE team of experts responsible for planning 

the reconstruction of the port at Kuwait Naval Base.  Upon request from the 492nd and 393rd Harbormaster 

Detachments, the team performed surveys of beach landing 

areas in support of Joint-Logistics-Over-the-Shore for US 

Army LSVs, US Navy LCUs, and LCACs carrying US 

Marines.  In addition, our team performed hydrographic 

surveying and waterfront inspection dives on the Mosul Dam 

in Iraq, and employed side scanning sonar and our remotely 

operated vehicle to aid in the inspection.  These missions 

once again demonstrated the relevance of our unique skills as 

part of interagency operations in CENTCOM.  

The 569th Engineer Detachment! 

Preparing for diving operations. 
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 Joint partnerships were essential to our 

success.  The 569th EN DET facilitated the 

training of US Marine Recon divers, and SFC 

Woodcox designed and implemented a 

scenario and knowledge based certification 

program for two US Navy EOD diving 

supervisors to attempt to qualify as unlimited 

supervisors.  The 569th EN DET also 

participated in EAGER RESPONSE, a joint 

and multinational exchange of diving TTPs between the US Navy EOD Divers, US Army Engineer 

Divers, the Kuwait Navy Special Unit, divers from the 

Royal Jordanian Naval Force, and Turkish divers.  This 

exercise enhanced interoperability between services and 

countries and was a great experience for all divers 

involved.  The hospitality shown to us by the Kuwait 

Navy Special Unit enabled us to establish strong rapport 

with our host nation partners throughout the deployment.  

 SSG Grover did a great job keeping the rear detachment running smoothly while the unit was 

deployed.  He facilitated the movement of many Soldiers in and out of the unit as well as prepared five 

Soldiers to join the 74th and deploy with them to Kuwait.  The rear detachment welcomed SGT Yeaple 

and SGT Gutierrez from the 544th, SSG Ferguson (new supply sergeant), and four new Soldiers from dive 

school.  The rear detachment also said farewell to Jonathan (Doc) West as he began his retirement leave.   

Although the team redeployed just weeks ago, the winds of change are already upon us.  A 

Change of Command ceremony is anticipated in August, and the team’s six months of reset will entail 

many personnel moves, schooling opportunities, and individual training.  We also are proud to tack a 

“promotable” status to the ranks of SGT (P) LeForge and SGT (P) Wilson, whom we expect to send to 

First Class with SSG Janusz in the fall.  The team is looking forward to some well-deserved post-

deployment leave and plenty of hard work in the fall as we prepare to become mission-ready once again. 

  

Night diving during Eager Response! 

Red Diver going to work during Eager Response! 
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30th Engineer Battalion 
511th Engineer Dive Detachment 
1SG Thomas Christesen II 

 

Since the last issue of the Bottom Times the 511th Trident has completed the reset process and hit 

the water swimming!  With no USACE training opportunities available, the team has widened its search 

and we have been able to accomplish several great 

missions this year.  In January we travelled to Fort 

Bragg to assist in the search for a missing vehicle. 

The team used a combination of searching 

methods that included SCUBA and side scan 

sonar and determined that there was no sign of a 

missing HMMWV that had been intentionally 

sunk in the recreational lake area. In March we 

travelled to Buggs Island Lake on the border of 

Virginia and North Carolina where we conducted 

cold water training and quality assurance 

inspections on six swim areas, 5 floating docks 

and a boat house. In April we deployed the whole team back to Fort Bragg again to conduct diving and 

survey operations on two separate bodies of water. 

One team used ROV and SCUBA operations to 

locate damage to a culvert used to regulate the water 

level of the lake. After identifying the damaged area, 

the team made recommendations to DPW for future 

repairs. The second team spent two days conducting 

a Hydro survey of a 70 acre recreational lake, to 

determine the volume of water and classify the risk 

associated with a breach of the dam. The team also 

found time to complete a comprehensive salvage 

Divers don SCUBA during an inspection of a concrete 

spillway at Kiest Lake, NC. 

Conducting a hydrographic survey/side scan of Smith 

Lake, NC. 
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exercise at our local home port, where the newer divers on the team and future diving supervisors were 

able to gain valuable skills and knowledge. In late June/early July the team deployed to Aberdeen to 

conduct two separate missions; roller pin replacement and pier demolition. While one crew spent two 

weeks replacing outdated connecting pins on six foot long roller racks, the other team expertly dismantled 

and removed a long condemned wooden pier using the famed hydraulic chainsaw. Over the last six 

months the divers of the 511th have worked tirelessly and efficiently to conduct some outstanding training 

opportunities and have really come together as a team. We look forward to what the rest of the year brings 

for the Trident. 

We would like to welcome many new faces to the Trident Family. We have gained several 

Soldiers from other Dive Dets and Dive School: SSG Hall, SGT Martinez, SPC Krick, SGT Holder, SSG 

Hoover and SGT Sauser (from the 544th); SSG Morales and SGT Novoa (from the 74th); PFC Vasilyev, 

PFC Higginbotham, SPC Tyson and PFC Egizii (all new 2C graduates). We look forward to the 

contributions they will make to the 511th during their time here. We would like to wish the best of luck to 

longtime Trident diving supervisor, SSG Winter, as he and his family move on to their next adventure at 

Fort Leonard Wood. Although his time was very short on the 511th, we said best wishes to SPC Krick as 

he transitioned back into civilian life as a firefighter in Florida. We said “Aloha” to SGT Huff and his 

family as they made their way to the 7th Dive in Hawaii this month. His great attitude and hard work will 

be missed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SSG Fountain briefs the side during pin replacement at the Aberdeen Superpond. 
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B/169th Engineer Battalion 
Phase One Dive Course 
SFC Sean Rowley  

 

Good morning from Fort Leonard Wood Phase One!  All has been well and the phase one course 

has been busy providing a product for Phase Two to mold.  After all the hard work from MDV Lester we 

finally have an updated POI to teach from that focuses on developing Soldiers and potential divers for the 

rigors of Phase Two.  The new lesson plans incorporate diving during line pull signals so that the students 

can maneuver an actual diver in the water rather than walking around the yard with a blacked out mask. 

With the generational difference in the Soldiers we are seeing these days we have also changed our 

mentality from pushing students to make them quit so that only the strong remain to training, molding and 

mentoring Soldier.  Our goal is to take a rough product and build them for success.  This includes SSG 

Turner picking up the candidates while still in basic twice a week for PT.  SSG Turners dedication to this 

new mentality has been the foundation for our success 

and will be a true test to SSG Hoover who has very large 

shoes to fill (size 10 to be clear).  Along with all the time 

he has put into the Soldiers of Phase One SSG Turner has 

found the time to win the AIT Platoon Sergeant of the 

Year and will be competing in the Sergeant Audie 

Murphy Board at the end of the month.  SSG Winter is 

also getting ready to head back to the mother ship in VA 

to the 86th with SSG G replacing him.  Between MDV 

Woodcox, SSG G, and SSG Hoover the trends will 

continue as they provide Solid young divers to the teams. 

As for me, this has been a great tour and I am looking 

forward to my transition back to VA and am excited to 

see the Soldiers we have trained become the Divers we 

need to remain the greatest job in the Military!    Congrats to the newest AIT PLT SGT of the year! 
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84th Engineer Battalion 
7th Engineer Dive Detachment 
CPT Troy Davidson  

 

Aloha from the 7th out in Hawaii. 7th 

Dive started out 2015 with the incredible honor 

of traveling across the Pacific to search for 

service members that have been missing since 

World War II. In support of the Defense 

POW/MIA Accounting Agency (DPAA 

formerly JPAC), the team traveled to two 

separate locations, Vanuatu and Palau. Lead by 

SSG Craig, members of 7th Dive began the 

mission in the tiny island nation of Vanuatu. 

As many of you may be aware Vanuatu was recently struck by Super Typhoon Pam, the 2nd largest 

typhoon ever recorded in the Pacific. Fortunately, the team was able to recover the remains prior to being 

evacuated.  The team was than on standby while they awaited approval from the State Department to 

return to Vanuatu IOT recover the equipment and continue mission in the country of Palau. Once in 

Palau, the team worked tirelessly to locate and recover remains from downed aircraft in the area. Once 

complete with the recovery, the US Ambassador to the country of Palau participated in the dignified 

transfer of the service member prior to the 

remains leaving Palau.  Total bottom time for 

the 3 month mission was over 40,000 

minutes! The days were long and the work 

was repetitive, but with the average table and 

schedule of 110/70, it took a lot of endurance 

for our guys to keep up the hard work 

throughout the duration of the mission- the 

leadership couldn’t be more proud.  

7th EN Diver entering the Water in Vanuatu prior to Typhoon 

Pam. 

SPC Schreier manning the console during night ops in Palau. 
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Concurrently with the DPAA Vanuatu/Palau 

mission, 7th Dive participated in the “Starting Strong” 

reality TV show.  This show is a DA sponsored show that 

is used as a marketing tool to show case unique Army 

units for recruiting purposes.  Starting Strong takes a 

civilian off the street, who is interested in joining the 

Army, and lets them participate in day-to-day operations 

of that chosen MOS.  Obviously they did not want to film 

us doing what we usually do in day-to-day activities: 

maintenance, AR 350-1, and SHARP training.  The team 

spent one week performing ships husbandry, surface 

supplied and the final event of lift bag operations.  Since we were running two missions at once and 

everyone on the team was actively engaged, our Supply NCO was on Comms and I was choking hose.  

All in all it should help get the dive field some publicity to assist in future recruiting.  

The 7th welcomed two new members to the family.  SFC Dunham and his wife Kimberly had a 

baby, Sofija, in March; and SSG Behr and his wife, Kristen, had a baby, Olivia, in June.  We also 

welcomed a few new Divers: PFC Thomas Behar, PFC Theodore Archacki, PFC Levy McDonald, PFC 

Lamar Fidel and SPC Galen Griffith joined the team fresh out of Dive School.  SGT Gasway and SGT 

Huff have recently arrived and hit the ground running, their leadership and drive is a welcome addition to 

the team.  I would like to congratulate SSG Nicholas and SSG Frederick who were recently selected to 

become Warrant Officers, their professionalism will be missed. SSG Neilsen and SPC Whisman finished 

their military careers.  SFC Knoop arrived to the team in January to replace SFC Dunham as the Platoon 

Sergeant. 7th Dive will be saying goodbye to MSG Chebahtah in September as he moves back to Virginia 

to join the 86th with their upcoming deployment to Kuwait.  1LT McCorkle will also be leaving us in 

September, after two solid years as Executive Officer your dedication to the team will be missed.  As you 

can see we have had a significant turn over since I took command in December, roughly 65% of the unit 

is new, with more coming in.  Incoming Soldiers- MSG Christiansen, SSG Crowley, SSG Santiago, SSG 

Shiltz, SGT Hunnicutt, and 2LT Masters.    

We look forward to the upcoming year and hope all is well throughout the rest of the field.    

SPC Garcia preparing for his 15 minutes of fame. 
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Retired soldier reaches 

marathon goal 

 
Nine days short of his 44th birthday Greg Burress 

crossed the finish line for the 30th marathon in the 

30th state he's ran in less than a year's time.  

 

By Jennifer Walleman (FtLeavenworthLamp.com) 

 

After he retired from the military as a sergeant first 

class in 2009, Greg Burress, a military analyst for the 

Mission Command Battle Lab, Capability Development 

Integration Directorate, did what many people do after 

getting out of service — he gained weight. To combat this, he 

started running and found that not only was it an avenue for 

weight loss, it was also therapeutic. 

Six years later on June 21, 2015, nine days short of 

his 44th birthday, Burress crossed the finish line for the 30th 

marathon in the 30th state he’s ran in less than a year’s time. 

With that accomplishment, his passion for running marathons 

was passed on to his 15-year-old son. 

In 2009, when Burress started long distance running, he joined a running group, found an online 

training plan and prepared to run his first half-marathon. He completed it in 2010 and did five more races 

that same year. 

Noticing Burress’ interest in running on his Facebook account, Tricia English, the wife of Capt. 

Shawn English, a diving officer who served with Burress at the U.S. Army Diving Company in Fort 

Eustis, Va., who died in 2006 while serving in Iraq, reached out in hopes that Burress would be interested 

in running the 2011 Marine Corps Marathon as a fundraising event for Knights of Heroes, a free camp in 

Colorado Springs, Colo., offered to children who have lost a parent in military service.  

Photo courtesy of EventPicz.com 
Gregory Burress, military analyst with the 

Mission Command Battle Lab, Capability 

Development Integration Directorate, 

celebrates his finish of the Bear Lake Marathon 

June 20 in Utah. Burress ran three marathons 

in three states that weekend to earn his 10-star 

rating for Marathon Maniacs, completing 30 

marathons or longer distances in 30 different 

states within 365 days. 

Photo courtesy of EventPicz.com 
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“I gladly accepted, although as soon as I said it, I wasn’t sure what I got myself into because I had 

never done that distance ever before,” Burress said. 

Burress trained and ran his first marathon, 26.2 

miles, in four hours and 52 minutes. After completing 

the race, he swore he would never run another one, but 

a year later in 2012 found himself at the same finish 

line. 

After completing another marathon the 

following year, Burress decided that it was easier to 

stay in shape rather than train for just one event. 

“I really say at that point the marathon thing 

kind of took off for me.” 

He completed three marathons in December 

2013 and qualified for the Marathon Maniacs, a 

nationwide running group for dedicated marathon 

runners that challenges members to run for different 

rating levels. In November 2014, Burress decided to 

work toward earning a 10-star rating level, the highest 

level. To accomplish this, he would have to finish 30 marathons in 30 states in less than a year. 

“As a single guy, that became the obsession I think,” Burress said. “But I suppose there are much 

less healthy obsessions.” 

Burress chose what races he would run based on the season. Winter was spent in warm states like 

Mississippi, Alabama, California and Arizona, while in spring he worked up along the East Coast from 

North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland and so on.  

He would sometimes take off for a long weekend and his co-workers would ask, “Where are you 

going this time?” 

The flying and driving to marathons took a toll on Burress’ body, and he relied on chiropractic and 

acupuncture care. 

Photo courtesy of EventPicz.com 
Gregory Burress, military analyst with the Mission 

Command Battle Lab, Capability Development 

Integration Directorate, right, and his 15-year-old son, 

Ian, show their backs to reveal the completion of goals 

- Greg completing his third marathon in one weekend 

to earn his 10-star rating and Ian completing two 

marathons in one weekend to qualify to become a 

Marathon Maniac - at the finish of the Bear Lake 

Marathon June 21 in Wyoming.  

Photo courtesy of EventPicz.com 
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“Along the way I think I had three double weekends where you would do a marathon Saturday and 

a marathon Sunday,” Burress said. “Two of them were back-to-back weekends. That hurt a lot. I think the 

travel probably hurt more than the races sometimes. What time zone am I in? Where am I at? Where do I 

need to go once I land? So the travel was just as complicated to me as the marathons were. 

”Burress’ son Ian, showed interest in running after Burress did his first marathon. He started with 

a 10-kilometer race and moved on to half-marathons. When Burress selected the weekend to complete his 

10-star rating, Ian told him he wanted experience the triumph together and run with him. 

The two live in different states, so they coordinated training through texts, Facebook and e-mail. 

Burress was excited about the experience because not only was he earning his 10-star rating for 

the Marathon Maniacs, Ian was qualifying for the group. It wasn’t until the event drew near that Burress 

realized the weekend had an even bigger meaning. 

“When I talked to some of my other friends and some of my other Maniac friends it was only then 

somebody pointed out, ‘That’s just awesome,’” Burress said. “I said, ‘Yea, it’s great. We’re going to 

finish the same time he comes in.’ They go, ‘Yea, but that’s Father’s Day weekend, too.’ I’m like, ‘Wow. 

I didn’t even know that because I was just plugging dates on the calendar. That’s great. I never even 

thought of that.’ So then all of a sudden it became even more special because anybody can buy a gift or 

whatever, but he put a lot of effort into that gift.”  

Burress ran his final marathons for his 10-star rating on a three-race weekend with marathons in 

Idaho, Utah and Wyoming. Ian ran the last two marathons with him in Utah and Wyoming. 

During his final race, Burress stopped before crossing the finish line and took a moment to let the 

experience soak in. 

“As we rounded the corner to kind of come in to the finish line, we hit mile 26 with .2 to go,” 

Burress said. “I got close to the finish line, and I just stopped him. I just stopped him, gave him a big hug 

and told him how proud I was that he was actually able to accomplish this both days.” 

Not wanting to take away from his son’s achievement, he let Ian cross the finish line first. 

“Like a proud dad, I just stood there while he took off running,” Burress said. 

Without his father’s encouragement, Ian said he probably couldn’t have finished the race. 

“I’m glad I had him there with me. I probably couldn’t have done the second one without him. 

Those things just take a lot of mental wear on you. You are not sure if you’re going to be able to do it or 
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not. He kept assuring me, just pushing me along telling me, ‘You’ve only got 13 miles, 12 miles left.’ Just 

kind of counting down the miles.” 

Ian said he enjoyed being able to share the experience with his father. 

“I’m glad I did it because that was a big accomplishment for my dad,” Ian said. “It took a lot of 

physical and mental wear on him and just because I knew he wanted to see me do my first one.” 

Ian said he wasn’t surprised with Burress’ accomplishment. 

“There’s a lot of people who can do it,” Ian said. “The whole reason that he did it, the whole 

reason he ran his first marathon was to prove to me and the rest of our family is that if you really want to, 

you can do anything. Just for him finishing that, for me, it just kind of furthered the point that if you really 

wanted to do it, you could.” 

The two celebrated their accomplishments together by swimming in a nearby lake and eating 

dinner together. 

Now that Burress has reached his goal, he is thinking about completing marathons in the 

remaining states he didn’t visit. For now, he is “slowing down” with a half-marathon July 17 and the 

Chicago Marathon in October. 

For those interested in running a marathon, Burress has some advice: “training is everything.” 

“The right training schedule for people is important,” Burress said. “I think the biggest thing that I 

saw along my way is ‘do your journey.’ Don’t compare to someone else. Don’t want to be faster because 

someone else is faster. Don’t beat yourself up because maybe you’re a little slower.”  

Burress recommends getting off the couch, making healthy choices and spending time with 

family. 

“I would encourage people to take on a journey of their own whether that journey is to go around 

the block or a 5-(kilometer) or whatever, take on a journey that their body can handle and then I would 

encourage them if they have kids, to get out there with their kids,” Burress said. “The conversations that 

I’ve had with my son when out running are nothing at all like the conversations you have when they are 

playing Xbox, and you’ll learn so much more about your kids.” 

Burress’s next big challenge with Ian: teaching him how to drive.  

 

http://www.ftleavenworthlamp.com/article/20150709/NEWS/150709451 

http://www.ftleavenworthlamp.com/article/20150709/NEWS/150709451
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USADA 
Jim Heimbach 

 

  

U.S.ARMY DIVERS REUNION 2015 

 

What a great reunion!  Many thanks go out to Lou, Terry, and Rocky for providing a most 

memorable venue and weekend party.  

The Navy assumed the host responsibilities in the dedication of a NEW physical training site.  The 

site and extensive facilities were dedicated to the late CPT Shawn English, who we lost in 2006.  CPT 

English was a very positive addition to the diving community and is sorely missed.   

The first event was the Pirate Ship Cruise that turned out to be a beautiful ride with entertainment, 

refreshments and a great sunset.  Everyone was then invited to dinner at a local Mexican restaurant.  The 

individual reunions at this event were the highlight of the evening. 

Aha, the Friday morning golf tournament.  Not sure which team won, but it was a beautiful day for 

the traditional tournament.  One event of note during the tournament was evidence of a barefoot 

“streaker” cruising the course backwards – yeah, you know who you were.  Well, he wasn’t really 

streaking but yeah, he was a high-speed diver! 

The Friday night social was very well attended this year.  This year’s reunion committee invited 

our buddies from the Navy.  Everyone had a great time.  The food that was served by Lou and his team 

was the best that I’ve ever had at a reunion.  The personal touch was there – THANKS LOU!  This year 

participants ranged from active duty divers to WWII veteran Ray Schilz.  

Adam Brill, the Association’s long time treasurer, brought at least half of the Diver’s Store with 

him to the festivities so that everyone could get caught up on some of the Army diving stuff that they 

were missing.  Be sure to visit the Diver’s store online to purchase the latest Army diving items. 

The family picnic on Saturday gave everyone a chance to visit and reunite with old buddies that 

were missed for many years.  Rocky had a continuous slide show rolling which highlighted his company 

– the Dive Lab.  Every old diver passing through Rocky’s doors was envious of his job.   
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A big highlight for the old guys was the opportunity to get saddled up again in MKV.  Just for 

pictures and treasured memories this time.  The MKV dressing opportunity came from the 74th Dive 

Detachment out of Ft. Eustis.  This team carefully, patiently and professionally dressed several long 

retired army divers.  Many thanks to you and your team of MKV professionals.   

Our General Membership Meeting.  Breakfast was great and the meeting was better, with good 

feedback and suggestions from the members in attendance.  Your Association is always open for 

recommendations and suggestions.  Go to the Association’s website and send us an email from the 

“Contact Us” page. 

 

Coming Soon: U.S. ARMY DIVERS REUNION 2017 

 

The U.S. Army Divers Reunion for 2017 will be in the Fort Eustis area.  The specific dates will be 

announced at a later date but look to the fall timeframe.  Be sure to mark your calendars, call all of your 

old buddies, and get ready for another great reunion.  You don’t want to miss this one. 

Randy Brown will be the reunion’s chair so if any of you would like to volunteer to assist him with this 

reunion please let him know. 

Check the Association’s website and the Bottom Times for the latest information! 
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In Remembrance 
Patrick Diamond 

 

While attending the 2015 

Reunion and the building 

dedication to Captain Shawn 

English, the discussion of Chad 

Dunbar’s monument was brought 

up.  Originally, the Commander of 

NDSTC approved for his 

monument to be placed at the site 

of Chad’s accident, behind the 

fence line in front of the school.  

Unfortunately, that never came to 

fruition.  After speaking with Brian 

Calliari at the Saturday picnic, I decided to try and find the monument.  To my disbelief, I found the 

monument in a granite and marble yard in Crestview, Fl.  This is outstanding news.  I've since posted a 

picture of it on FB and we are trying to find a home for it once again.  MSG Ray Ramirez is coordinating 

with the Navy and Army to see if we can have it placed in PCB where it belongs.  Any help we can get 

would be much appreciated.  

I was proud to have known Chad. I'm a better Man for that privilege.  

  

Hoo-Ya Deep Sea!  

 


